THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGGREGATE
ECONOMIC TARGETING

Scott Sumner

This paper will begin by tracing the history o economic aggregate
targeting proposals. It is not meant to be a comprehensive survey bul
rather will focus on two key issues. We will examine the problems
created by targeting an economic aggregate when that aggregate
is measured with an information lag. We will also examine recent
theoretical work on how monetary policy could be made more effi-

account. It is symmetallism that would become the precursor of all
modern price rule proposals.
Both Marshall and Edgeworth agreed that while symmetallism
would be preferable to a simple gold standard, stabilizing the price
ofa more comprehensive basket ofcommodities would be better still.
As one expands the number of commodities in the unit of account,

prevent tnis sort or aestanuizing speculation, r isner suggestea mas
a “brassage” charge of 1 percent be imposed on gold transactions
with the mint.
In 1922 Congressman Goldsborough introduced a bill that would
implement a CDP essentially identical to the Fisher proposal. In his
testimony at the hearings, Wiliford King suggested that a retail, rather
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changes in the price level. In contrast, the CDP was designed to
eliminate the need for indexation.
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movement.

selected because their composite price closely mirrored the overall
cost of living during the postwar period.
Black (1981) proposed a CDP similar to the Fisher proposal.
Black’s plan called for the government to hold “near zero reserves”
of gold, an implicit recognition ofthe redundancy ofgold in Fisher’s
system. Fama (1983) suggested deregulating the banking system and

serve as the unit of account. What makes Hall’s proposal distinctive
is that the interest on the RCs would contain two components. One
part would be fixed ata rate slightly below the T-Bill rate. The second
component would be indexed to the price level. This would cause
the demand for RCs to be highly sensitive to changes to the price
level. An increase in the expected future price level would increase

measured, then the money supply would become indeterminate.
Therefore, trading on this contract would continue until the government began collecting price data for the target month. At that time
the Fed would repeat the procedure for the following month. If the
market expectation of next month’s price level were equal to the
price of CPI contracts, then it would also be equal to the target CPI.

currency unit (the pound sterling) inversely to changes in the value
of money. Because Rooke believed that commodity prices were subject to too many nonmonetary influences to provide a stable unit of
account, he suggested targeting an index of wage rates rather than
prices. It is worth noting that comprehensive price indices such as
the CPI did not exist in 1824. And even if they had, it is not at all

ing overiapping nominat wage contracts. II long-term wage contracts
are the source of suboptimal employment fluctuations, then policymakers may want to use monetary policy to minimize the difference
between the actual aggregate wage and its (Walrasian) equilibrium
value. When the economy is subject to an adverse supply shock, the
equihbrium real wage will usually decline, Ifthe monetary authority

it these curves are homothetic, then new intormation pertaining to

the slope of the Phillips Curve should not necessitate a revision of
the policy target.
It would be possible to construct an elastic price target even if
the social indifference curves were not homothetic. If the social
indifference curves became steeper at higher levels of price and
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